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which is invariant under the action T of a Lie group G. By a “solitary 
wave” or “bound state” we mean a solution z(t) of ( 1.1) whose time 
evolution is given by a one-parameter subgroup of G: 
z(t) = T(e’Y cpw, 
where w belongs to the Lie algebra g and cpO, E X. If K is a subgroup of G, 
we say this solitary wave is K-stable if a solution u(t) of (1.1) exists for all 
ta0 and forever remains near the orbit {r(g) cpo I gE K} in the norm of 
X provided its initial datum u(O) is sufficiently close to cp,. 
Central to our analysis, as in [I], are the “charge” functionals Q, for 
rr E g, defined by Qk = J-IT,, where T, denotes the differential of T. (See 
Section 2 for a precise definition.) We define the linear operator 
H, = E”(cp,) - Q%((p,) and the scalar d(o) = E(cp,,) - Q,(rp,). Under 
appropriate assumptions (see Section 2), we have the following main 
results. 
STABILITY THEOREM. Given o E g, consider the scalar function d restricted 
to the centralizer 9,. Assume that it is non-degenerate at o and let p(d”) be 
the number of positive eigenvalues of its Hessian at w. Let n(H) be the 
number of negative eigenvalues of H,, Then p(d”) <n(H). If p(d”) = n(H), 
then the solitary wave is G,-stable, where G, is the centralizer subgroup. 
INSTABILITY THEOREM. Zf d is non-degenerate at o and n(H) - p(d”) is 
odd, then the solitary wave is G,-unstable. 
The linearized equation around the solitary wave (1.2) is dv/dt = JH,v, 
with generator JH,. Our assumptions are not on this generator, but rather 
on the linearized Hamiltonian H,. 
The oddness assumption in the instability theorem is necessary. For 
instance, take a pair of harmonic oscillators with the zero solution as a 
stable center, with X= R4 and G trivial so that p(d”)=O, but n(H)= 
p(H) = 2. 
In [ 1 ] we studied one-dimensional groups G = R ’ or S’. In that case d” 
is a scalar function on g= R, so that p(d”) is either zero (if d”(o)<O) or 
one (if d”(o) >O). The non-degeneracy means that d” #O. The Stability 
Theorem asserts that we have stability if either n(H) = 0 or else n(H) = 1 
with d”(o) > 0. The Instability Theorem asserts that we have instability if 
n(H) = 1 with d”(w) < 0. Thus we recover the main results of [ 11. Note, 
however, that the present paper allows n(H) > 1. 
In Section 2 we set up the basic framework of this paper. In Section 3 we 
define the key operator in the analysis, the reduced Hamiltonian, and we 
relate the number of its negative eigenvalues to that of the full Hamiltonian 
H,. Section 4 is devoted to the Stability Theorem, as well as to its 
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generalization to the degenerate case. The proof follows the same main 
lines as in [ 11. 
Sections 5 and 6 are devoted to the Instability Theorem. This result is 
much more general than in [ 1 ] because n(H) - p( ti”) is allowed to be odd 
rather than just equal to one. This necessitates a completely different proof 
of instability from that of [ 11. In Section 5 we prove the “linearized 
instability” and in Section 6 we deduce the “nonlinear” instability (as 
defined above). Specifically, we use a topological argument to show that 
the generator JH,,, has a pair of real eigenvalues + I (Theorem 5.1). (A 
much simpler proof can be made if n(H) - p(d”) = 1.) We also obtain an 
upper bound on the number of eigenvalues of JH,,, off the imaginary axis. 
In Section 6 we deduce the instability with respect to G,,,, as well as with 
respect to the whole group G in certain cases. 
The rest of the paper is devoted to several applications to nonlinear wave 
equations. In Section 7 we consider a coupled system u,, - u.,, + f‘( u) = 0 
with u E lQ3. We saw in Example A of [l] that traveling waves u = cp(x - ct) 
are never stable. Here we construct waves of the form u = exp( t.S) cp(.u - ct) 
for skew-symmetric matrices S and show they are stable for certain choices 
of S and c. The group G consists of the rotations in u and the translations 
in x. Thus a rotation in the dependent variables can be a stability 
mechanism. 
In Section 8 we consider harmonic maps from a Lorentz manifold S’ x R 
into S’. We show that a plane wave solution exp[A(kS + wt)] ~1 is stable if 
w2 > k2 but unstable if cl2 < k’. Our technique is to embed S* in R3, 
thereby approximating the problem by a system of the type of Section 7. 
In a similar way, in Section 9 we consider solutions of the form u = 
exp(tS) cp(?s - ct) of a system of coupled nonlinear Schrodinger equations. 
In Section 10 we resume our discussion of the optical wave guide by 
considering states with higher nodal structure. Some of these states are 
unstable because n(H) > 1 is odd. More elaborate examples can be 
constructed. A list of errata to [ 1 ] is added at the end of this paper. 
Many of our results were obtained [8] as early as 1985. A number of 
references to related work have been given in [ 11. Some more recent 
references are the following: In [7], Oh considers the stability theory for 
Hamiltonian systems on finite-dimensional manifolds. In [S] Jones uses a 
dynamical systems approach to instability. In [3] Grillakis proves 
instability if d”(o) < 0 and G is one-dimensional, no matter what n(H) is. 
In [4] Grillakis analyzes conditions under which a pair of eigenvalues of 
JH can bifurcate off the imaginary axis. In [Z] the theory is applied to 
logarithmic and other singular nonlinearities. 
We thank C. Jones, Y.-G. Oh, and M. Weinstein for their interest in this 
work. 
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2. FORMULATION 
Let X, J, and E be the same as in [ 11. For the sake of completeness we 
repeat the assumptions here. Let X be a real Hilbert space with inner 
product ( , ) and dual space X *. Let I: X + X* be the natural isomorphism 
defined by ( Iu, u) = (u, v). We shall identify X** with X. Adjoints will 
refer to the pairing ( , ) not the inner product ( , ). 
Let J: D(J) + X be a linear operator with dense domain D(J) c X*. We 
assume that J is one-one, onto, and skew-symmetric (with respect to 
( , ) ). (In [ 1 ] we did not assume it was one-one.) Let E: X + R be a C2 
functional defined on all of X. 
Let G be a finite-dimensional Lie group with Lie algebra g. We write 
ew = exp(o) for CO E g. For any w E g, let 
g,,= {aeg I [a,wf=O} 
and let G, be the subgroup generated by the centralizer g,. Let T be a 
unitary representation of G on X. Thus, for all g E G, T(g) is a unitary 
operator on X, which in our notation means that T*(g)l=ZT(g-‘). We 
assume that E is invariant under the group action; that is, 
E(T(g)u)=E(u) for gEG, ueX. (2.1) 
Differentiation leads to the identities 
T*(g) E’(T(g)u) = E’(u) and T*(g)E”(T(g)u) T(g)=E”(u). 
(2.2) 
The differential of T maps g into the skew-adjoint operators on X. We 
denote it by o + T,,, = dT,o(e). Regarding g as the set of left-invariant 
vector fields, we have (d/d) T(exp(rw))= T(exp(tw))T,. Thus each T, is 
a skew-adjoint operator on X (with a dense domain). Differentiation of 
(2.1) with respect o g leads to 
(E’(u), T,,u) = 0 for UED(T,,,). (2.3 
Assume that 
T( g)J= JT*( g-‘) for gEG. (2.4 
Equivalently, J- ‘T(g) = T*( g ~ ’ ) JP ‘. Differentiating, we get JP ‘T, = 
- T,*J-‘; whence (J-IT,)* = -(J-‘)*T,** = J-IT,. Thus J-IT, is a 
symmetric operator with domain D( T,). Assume that 
JP’T, extends to a bounded operator B,: X + X* (2.5) 
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for every w E g. Then B, is also symmetric. Define 
Q,(u) = t<Bc,,u, u> for uEX,WEg, 
so that Q:(U) = B,u. Assume that 
Qo,(T(g)u)= Q,(u) for gEG,,,,uEX. 
Remark. Probably (2.7) is a consequence of the previous ass1 
due to the following argument. Since T, T,, - To T, = T,,.,, , 
JA = 0, where 
A = B, JB, - B,JB,, - B,,,,, . 
Hence 
$1 _ Q,(T(e”“b)= (B,u, Tou) 
S-O 
= (B,,u, JB,u) 
= +( B,u, JB,u) - ;( B,u, JB,u) 
= i<u, B,,,,,,, u) + +(u, Au). 
Letting u=J-‘u, we have (u,Au)=(Jtl,Au)=(o,JAu)=O. HI 
which imples (2.7). This argument is correct provided u belong 
domains of the appropriate operators. Whether these domains hav 
intersection is the only questionable point in the argument. 
Differentiation of (2.7) leads to 
T( g)*Q: T(g) = Q: for gEG,, where Q;, = B, 
whence Q: T, = - T,*Q: for c E g<,,. 
Assumption 1 (Local existence of solutions). For each u. E 
exists to >O depending only on p(, where lluoll <p, and there 
solution of 
du 
dr = JE’(u( t), uEq4;X) 
in the interval 9 = [0, to) such that u(0) = u. and E(u( t)] 
Q,(u(t))=Q,(u,) for tE9 and oEg. 
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By a “solution” of (2.10) we mean a weak solution as defined in [ 11. As 
shown there, T(g) u(t) is a solution if u(t) is one and g E G. 
This assumption is the same as in [ 11. Note that the functionals E and 
Qb are formally conserved. Indeed, a smooth solution satisfies 
V=( “UJ Q’( ) fi =-(JQ;(u),E’(u))=-(T,u,E’(u))=O 
by (2.3), and similarly for E(u). 
DEFINITION. By a bound state or solitary wave we mean a solution of the 
evolution equation (2.10) of the form 
u(t) = T(erw)(p, where w E g and cp E X. (2.11) 
LEMMA 2.1. T(e’“)cp is a bound state if cp E D( T,,,) and 
E’(v) = Q;(v). (2.12) 
Proof Exp(so) commutes with exp(tw). By differentiation, T, com- 
mutes with T(exp(to)). Using the notation (2.11) and g = exp(tw), we 
deduce 
du 
z--JE’(u)= T(e’“) T,cp-JE’(T(e’“) cp) 
= T(g){T,cp - T(g-‘1 JE’(TWd) 
= TW{Lcp-JE’WJ 
= T(g)V',cp-JQl,(dJ=O 
by (2.2), (2.4), (2.5), (2.6), and (2.12). 
DEFINITION. If K is a subgroup of G, we say the bound state is K-stable 
if for all E > 0 there exists 6 > 0 such that: whenever u(t) is a solution of 
(2.10) with I/u(O) - rpll < 6, the solution u(t) exists for all t 20 and 
sup inf b(t) - T(g)cpll <E. 
Odr<;c gsK 
(2.13) 
Otherwise it is called K-unstable. 
Assumption 2 (Existence of bound states). There is a non-empty set 
Sz c g and a mapping from L2 into X, denoted by o H cpo, such that 
(a) the mapping is C’, 
(b) E’(cp,) = Q:((P,), 
(c) ~,ED(T~) for all aEg, 
(d) L!ng,isopening,forallwEg. 
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As in [ 1 ] we define 
LEMMA 2.2. H,,,( T,cp,,,) = Q;,,,,, rp,,, for all o E g and o E Sz. 
Proof For all g E G we have 
E’(T(g)cp,)-Q:,,(T(g)cp,)=T*(g)-’E’((p,)-J~’T,,,T(g)cp, 
=J~lT(g)J.J~LT,,,(p~,~-J~‘T,,T(g)(Po 
=J-‘CT(g), To,1 cpw. 
Setting g = exp(so) and taking the derivative at s = 0, we get 
{E”(cp,,,)-Q::,, T,cp,,=J~‘T,,,,,~,cp,,,. 
DEFINITION. Let Z= { T,cp,,, 1 c E g,}. By Lemma 2.2, Z is contained in 
the kernel of H,,. 
Assumprion 3 (Spectral decomposition of H,,,). The space X is decom- 
posed as a direct sum, 
X=N+Z+P, (2.14) 
where Z is defined above, N is a finite-dimensional subspace such that 
(H,,u, u) ~0 for O#UEN, (2.15) 
and P is a closed subspace such that 
(H,,,u, u> 26 IblIz for UEP (2.16) 
for some constant 6 > 0. 
A few words of explanation are in order. The direct sum is in the sense 
of vector spaces: each u can be written uniquely as n + z + p with n E N, 
z E Z, and p E P. It follows that Z equals the kernel of H, and that N and 
P are maximal subspaces with the properties (2.15) and (2.16). 
It may be helpful to introduce some general terminology. Let X be a real 
vector space and h : Xx X -+ R be a symmetric bilinear form. A subspace N 
(orP) is callednegative (or posititle) ifh(u,u)<O (or >O)forallO#u~N 
(or P). The kernel of h is Z = {U E X 1 h(u, u) = 0 for all u E X}. Then all 
maximal negative subspaces have the same dimension ( < cc), which we call 
the negatioe index n(h). Similarly, there is a positive index p(h). In case 
h(u, U) = (Hu, u), where X is a Hilbert space, we write n(H) and p(H) for 
these indices. We also write Z(H) for the kernel of H (= kernel of h) and 
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z(H) = dim Z(H). In our case (Assumption 3), where H = H,, we have 
n(H,)=dim NC cc and p(H,,,)=dim P= cx (if dim X= co). The decom- 
position (2.14) is orthogonal if N and P are chosen to be spectral subspaces 
for H,. Thus n(H,) is the number of negative eigenvalues of H,,,. 
We define d: Q H R by 
d(w) = E(cp,) - Q,(cp,,). 
For each o ESZ, we define d”(w) to be the Hessian of this function 
restricted to G n g,. It is a symmetric bilinear form on gw, so that we can 
speak of n(d”), z(d”), and p(d”), which are the number of its eigenvalues 
which are negative, zero, and positive, respectively. 
We shall write cp for rp,,, H for H,, where there is no possibility of 
confusion. 
3. THE REDUCED HAMILTONIAN 
For fixed w E 52, we write H = H, and define the subspace 
X,=(x~xl (Qb(cp,,),u)=O,Vo~g,,} 
and let IZ, be the orthogonal projection of X onto X,. We define the 
reduced Hamiltonian 
H, = l7:H, restricted to X, . 
Let z,,=dim{a~g, 1 T,‘pW=O}. By (3.6) and (3.9) below, z,<z(d”). 
THEOREM 3.1. The reduced Hamiltonian has the negative index 
n(H,)=n(H)-p(d”)-(z(d”)-z,), (3.1) 
and the null index 
z( H, ) = z(H) + (z(d”) - q). (3.2) 
COROLLARY 3.2. p(d”) < n(H). 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Differentiating the equation E’( cp,) = Qk (cp,) 
with respect o o in the direction (r E gw, we get 
H<o(~,cpo,) = Qb(cp<o), (3.3) 
where 8, denotes differentiation in gw in the CJ direction. That is, J,rp, = 
(dld~)l,=ocp,+,,. Differentiating d(o) = E(cp,) - Q,((p,), we obtain 
8, d(o)= -Q,(cp,,). (3.4) 
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Differentiating once more, 
?,d, 40) = - (Qb((~,)v a,cp,> 
= - (H”,(d,cp,)V ~,cpoJ> (3.5) 
for any pair of directions q (r E g,,,. From now on we write cp = cp<,, and 
H= H,. Let 
y= (QP I WLA 
Y, = YnX, = {iY,q 18, iTJ,d= (Qb(cp,), d,rp) =0 for all aEg,}, 
Y, = Y n A’: (orthogonality with respect o ( , )). 
Thus 8,~ E Y, if and only if a,(p E X, if and only if 8, a, d= 0 for all 0 Ego. 
Hence 
z(d”) = dim Y,. (3.6) 
We denote the restriction of any operator A to a subspace A4 by A 1 M. By 
(3.5) and the definition of Y,, we have 
p(d”)=n(HI Y)=N(HI Y,) 
and 
O=z(H ( Y,). 
Let UEX,+Y=X,@Y,. Write u=u,+y, where u,EX, and YEY~. 
Then (Hy, u1 ) = 0 by (3.3) and the definitions of X, and Y. So we have 
the decomposition 
(Hu, u> = (Hu,, ul> + (HY, Y> 
on the direct sum X, @ Y,. It follows that the non-positive dimensions of 
H add up, in the sense that 
n(HIX,+Y)+z(HIX,+Y)=n(H,)+z(H,)+n(HI Y,)+z(HI Yz) 
= n(H,) + z(H,) + p(8). (3.7) 
Consider the kernel Z(H,) of H,. If ueZ(H,), then 0= (H,u, u) = 
(Hu, Z7, v ) for all v E X, whence 
Hu = Q:(v) = H(a,cp) for some 5 E gw. 
Hence u - 8, cp E Z. Furthermore, Z c X, because if v E Z then 
O= (Hv, 8,~) = (H(a,cp), v> = <Qb(cp), v>
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for all (T E go. Therefore the decomposition 
u=(u-d,cp)+(d,cp) with d, q E X, 
shows that 
Z(H,)=Z+ Y,. (3.8) 
Moreover, if o~Zn Yr, then u = d,cp for some r, so that 0= HE = 
H(d,cp)=Q~(cp)=Jp’T,~ and T,cp=O. This means that 
z0 = dim(Z n Y, ). (3.9) 
By (3.6), (3.8), and (3.9), we have proved 
z(H,)=z(H)+z(d”)-zo. (3.2) 
Recall that (Hy, r>‘ =O for all J’E Y,, by (3.5) and the definition of Y,. 
Let W be any subspace of X such that 
(Hu,u)dO forall UE W+ Y,. 
We show that WcX, + Y. 
In order to do so, let w E W and y E Y,. Then 
O>(H(w+y),w+y) 
= (Hw, M’) +2(Hy, w), 
since (H-v, y ) = 0. Since u’ may be multiplied by a small constant of either 
sign, it follows that (Hy, bo) = 0. This means H( Y,) c Wl. (In this 
argument the I denotes orthogonality with respect to ( , ).) By (3.3), 
H( Y,) c X;. By (3.5), H( Y,) c Y’. Thus 
H: Y, H (X, n Yn W)‘. 
The kernel of this mapping is Zn Y, = Zn Y, which we showed above has 
dimension zO. Hence 
dim Y, < z0 + codim(X, n Y n W). (3.10) 
On the other hand, H maps all of Y onto Xf with the same kernel Zn Y 
by (3.5). (Remember that Xt = {Q:(q)).) Hence 
dim Y = z,, + codim X, . (3.11) 
But, of course (for any subspaces), 
dim Y - codim X, = dim(X, n Y) - codim( X, + Y). (3.12) 
580:94 2-l 
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By (3.10) (3.11), and (3.12) we deduce that 
codim(X, + Y) d codim(X, + Y + W). 
Therefore, WC X, + Y. 
This means that a maximal non-positive subspace of H 1 (X, + Y) cannot 
be enlarged to a non-positive subspace of H. In other words, 
n(H)+z(H)=n(HI(X,+Y))+z(HI(X,+Y)). (3.13) 
By (3.13), (3.7), and (3.2) we conclude that 
n(H)+z(H)=n(H,)+z(H,)+p(d”) 
=n(H,)+z(H)+z(d”)-z,+p(d”). 
This proves (3.1). 
4. STABILITY 
We showed in Section 3 that p(d”) < n( H). If p(d”) = n( H), then (3.1) 
implies that z(d”) = z,, = 0 and the Stability Theorem of Section 1 asserts 
that cp is G,-stable. 
The following more general theorem permits the function d to be 
degenerate. Let 
and let dX : X, m R be the function T H d(o + r ). In the case that d is non- 
degenerate, we have z(d”) = 0 and x2,, = { 0 1. 
THEOREM 4.1. The bound state T(e”“) cp,, is G,-stable if both of the 
following conditions hold: 
(a) n(H) = p(d”) + z(d”) - zO. 
(b) d, is strictly convex in a neighborhood of T = 0. 
If z(d”)=O, then z,=O, X,= {0}, and (b) is trivial, so that Theorem 4.1 
generalizes the Stability Theorem. 
Note that the Hessian of d, always vanishes at w because 
for t, Q E X,. Therefore (b) is simply an assumption about the higher order 
behavior of d, at the point in question. 
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LEMMA 4.2. Assume (a), (b), and z0 = 0. There is a smooth map 
XXV’EIU H(g,52,a)EG,x(o+~~)xg,, 
where V’ is a neighborhood of cp, with the following property: Let 
I’= TWu-cp,-I-‘Pbhd. 
Then 




Proof: With y defined by (4.1), we use the Implicit Function Theorem 
to solve (4.2) for the unknown parameters (i, L?, a). The Jacobian matrix 
of the mapping defined by (4.2), evaluated at g = e, a =O, Sz =o, and 
u=fp=(po, is 
i 
(T,cp, T,cp) -(a.~, Tocp) -<Q:(v), T,cp) =O 
(Tzcp, anc~) -(a,& an(P) - <Q:(cpL a/Iv> =o 
(Trcp, Q:(v)) =O -(as, Q;(v)) =O -(I-‘Q:W, I-‘Q&4) 1 
(written in blocks), where r and rr run through a basis of g, and C and A 
run through a basis of Xw. The Jacobian is nonsingular because the vectors 
involved are linearly independent. To be more precise, we now provide the 
details. The off-diagonal corners vanish because of (2.7). The other two 
entries indicated vanish because A and C belong to KO. The last diagonal 
entry is nonsingular because otherwise 1-‘Q; (cp) = 0 for some 0 # r E go. 
In that case T,cp = 0, which would contradict the assumption that co =O. 
Thus the whole Jacobian is nonsingular if and only if { T,cp, azcp} is 
linearly independent, where r~ runs over a basis of gw and Z over a basis 
of X,. If this set were linearly dependent. then T,cp + d,cp = 0 for some 
(cr, C) # (0,O). Then 
O=HT,cp+Ha,q=J-‘T,cp, 
so that Z = 0 and c = 0 and we would have a contradiction. 
LEMMA 4.3. Either (i) T( g)cp = cp for some g E G,, g # e, or 
(ii) T(g,,)q+-), g,EG, implies gn-+e in G,. 
Proof: The set of critical points of L = E - Q,,, in a neighborhood of rp 
is isomorphic to the null space Z of H = L”(q). But T( g)cp is a critical 
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point of L for all g E G,. Therefore there is a neighborhood N of cp in X 
and a neighborhood M of e in G,,, such that 
{ueN( L’(u)=O),= (T(g)cp 1 geM) 
If (ii) is false, there is a sequence g, and a neighborhood M of e with 
g, 4 N and r( g,,)cp E N. Fixing n, we have shown that there exist h, E M 
with T(g,)cp= T(h,)cp. So T(g;‘k,)cp= cp, which means that (i) is valid. 
LEMMA 4.4. For E > 0 define the “tube” 
If E is small enough, the map of Lemma 4.2 extends to a smooth map 
(4.3) 
such that (4.1)-(4.2) is valid and 
g(Z-(h)u)=g(u).h-’ (4.4) 
for h E G, and u E U,. 
Proof We first show that there exists a neighborhood V of cp such that 
(4.4) is valid if u E Y and T(h)u E V. Indeed, let w’ be the image of V’ 
under the map UH g(u). By Lemma 4.3, V’ can be chosen so small that 
T(h) cp E V’ and h E G, imply h E W’. (4.5) 
By shrinking the neighborhood further we may assume that w’ W’-’ c W’. 
If V’ contains the ball of radius n and center cp, let V be the ball of radius 
q/2 and let W= g(V). 
Let UE Vand T(h)ue V. Then T(g,)cp, 
IIT(h)cp-cpll < IIW)Cv-ulll + IIT(hb-cpll ~4, 
so that T(h)cpE V’. By (4.5), he W’. Also g(U)E WC W’ so that 
g(u)h-’ E W’. Since 
T(g(u))u= T(g(u)h-‘1 T(h)u, 
the uniqueness of the local map in Lemma 4.2 implies that g(u)h - ’ must 
be the image of T(h)u under the map g(. ). That is, (4.4) holds if u E V and 
T(h)uE V. It also follows that Q(T(h)u)=Q(u) and a(T(h)u)=a(u). 
Now let u E U,. We choose E so small that, for all such U, T(h)u E V for 
some h E G,. Define 
g(u) = g(T(h)u)h, Q(u) = Q(W)u), a(u) = a( T(h)u). 
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This definition is independent of the choice of h for the following reason: 
Let T(k)u also belong to V for some k E G,. Applying the first part of this 
proof to the group element hk-’ and the point T(h)u, we have 
g(T(kh-‘) T(h)u) = g(T(h)u) hk-‘, 
which means that 
dW)uP = g(Wb)h. 
Furthermore, (4.1)-(4.2) is valid in U, because it is valid in V. 
LEMMA 4.5. Assume (a), (b), and z0 = 0. Then E(u) 2 E(cp,) for all 
ME u, with PO(u)= Q,(vJ, Vo~g,. (4.6) 
ZfE(u)=E(rp,) then u= T(g)cp,for some gEG,. 
ProojI Let u satisfy (4.6). Denote g = g(u), Sz = Q(u), and a = a(u) as in 
Lemma 4.4. Then, for all 0 E g,, 
Q,(cpm)=Q,(~)=Qs(T(g)u) 
Denoting z=T(g)u--cp,=)~+Z~‘Qh((p~), where y is given by (4.1), we 
have 
Q,((P,) = Q,(c~n) + (I-‘Qbbn), Z-‘Qb(rpn)) + Wl~l12) 
for all c E g,. Choosing 0 = a/la1 and noting that Qb(qn) # 0 unless a = 0, 
I4 Gc lQ,(cp,)-Q,(e)1 +cll~l12. (4.8) 
Recall that Q,((p,) - Q,(pn) = -8, d(o) + 8, d(sZ). On the other hand, a 
Taylor expansion around qn gives 
E(u)-Q,(U)=E(T(g)u)-Qe,(r(s,u, 
=d(R)+f(H,z,z)+o(llzl12). 
We substitute z = y + Z-‘Qb(cpn) to obtain 
WI+ twn Y7 Y> + O(l4 IIYII + b12) + o(l1412). 
But y satisfies (4.2) by Lemma 4.4, and 
(H,Y, Y> 26 IIYl12. 
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TO prove the last inequality, we note that, by Theorem 3.1, n(H,) = 0 and, 
by (3.8), Z(H, ) = Z + Y, . Therefore (I-Z, y, y) > 0 for all J-’ orthogonal to 
Z+ Y,. Therefore (HJ, y) > 0 for all J orthogonal to T,cp,, JzqC,,, and 
I- ‘QI,(cp,) for all cs E g,,, and all ZE Q + x0. The assertion follows by 
continuity. 
Putting these estimates together, we have 
JW)-Q&DW~+~~ Il1’/l~+O(l4 I~I’II+~~J~~+O(I~~II’~ 
ad(Q) + is llJl12 + O(lal 1lzl) + la12) + o( 11~11’) 
>d(B)+~d IIzI12-c lal2 
z d(Q) + $6 ~~z~12- c Id, d(Q) - ii, d(o)12 
by (4.8). We combine this estimate with the identity 
to obtain 
mb%P,Df~ ll;l12+d(a)-d(o)-a,~,d(w) 
-c Id, 4fJ) - d, d(o)12, 
where Q=Q(u)~cu+&, and a=u/]al. 
Let x=!2-o andf(x)=d(w+x)-d(w)-x.d’(o). Thenfis a strictly 
convex function of x E -ly;, near x = 0, and f(0) = f’(0) = f”(0) = 0. 
LEMMA 4.6. Let f: R” + R be strictly convex and C2 in a neighborhood 
of the origin. Let f(0) = f ‘(0) = f “(0) = 0, where f’ = Vf is the gradient and 
f" = H is the Hessian. Then f > 0 in a neighborhood of the origin and 
If’12=o(f) us x+0. 
Proof. The positivity follows directly from 
f(x)=j’f”(tx)x.x(l-t)dt>O. 
If f (x) = 0 for some x in a neighborhood, then f “( tx)x . x = 0 for t E [0, 11, 
hence f(h) = 0 for t E [0, 11, contradicting the strict convexity. So f(x) > 0 
for x # 0 (in a neighborhood). Hence, 
f’(x)-:=/; f”(tx)x.xdt>O for x#O. 
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Let E > 0 and choose a neighborhood N= {X 1 f(x) < S} of the origin in 
which If”(?c)l < s/2. Let x,, E N and define the curve 
d-y _ f’b) 
dt - -If’ol2’ 
x(0) = xg. 
Along the curve, df/dt = - 1. Hence x(t) E N for t > 0 and f(x( T)) = 
f(xO)-T=O, where T=f(xO). Hence x(T)=O. Now let K=$If’J2--ef 
Then 
Hence 
K(x,) = K(x,) - K(0) = K(x(0)) - K(x( T)) < 0; 
whence If’(x,)12<2&f(x,,). 
The proof of Lemma 4.5 is completed as follows: We have 
By Lemma 4.6, E(u) > E(cp,). If E(u) = E(rp,), then z=O and f(x) = 0. 
Hence x=0 and Q= o. Recalling the definition of z, this means 
T(g)u=rp,, where g=g(u). 
Proof of Theorem 4.1 if z0 =O. If cp is unstable, then there exists a 
sequence of initial data u,(O) and rl> 0 such that Ilu,(O) - cp[I + 0, but 
supI inf, (Iu, (t) - T( g)cp II 3 q, where u,(t) is a solution with initial data u,. 
By the continuity in t we can pick the first time t,l such that 
the solution existing at least in the time interval [0, t,]. Then E(u,(t,)) = 
E(u,(O)) -+ E(v) and 
Q,(u,(t,))= Q,(~n(o)) + Q,(v) for all 0 E gcO. 
Choose a sequence {v,} so that 
IlcI-4z(t,)ll -0 and Qo(vn)= Q,(v), VOE g,. 
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By the continuity of E, E(u,) + E(q). Choosing q sufficiently : 
may apply Lemma 4.5 to obtain 
EbWW; Il-?nII +;f(xJ. 
where z,, = T( g,,) v,, - en, x, = n,, - o, g = g(u,), and Sz,, = s2(v 
/Iz,I( +O and j-(x,,) -+O. Thus X, -0, which means Sz, +w. ’ 
IIT(g,b,-cpll +O so that 
inf Ilu,i(t,)- T(g)cpll -0. s 
This contradicts the assumption. 
Proof in Case z0 # 0. In this case 
co= iOE!3”, I Tcrcp=Ol= {dell,” I a&Pea 
is a nontrivial subspace of SW. Choose a basis {(r,, . . . . o,} of g 
{u,, . . . . c,} is a basis of Xz and {a,, . . . . c,,, . . . . 0,) is a basis of 3 
0 < p < q < m. We claim that Lemma 4.2 is valid except that (a 
linear combination of oP + i, . . . . ov, . a is a linear combination of op. 
and g is the exponential of a linear combination of oP+, , .,., 
orthogonality conditions (4.2) are unchanged. For 0 G j < p, the c 
(4.2) are redundant because T,,(p = 0, Q:, (cp) = J- ’ T,,,(p = 0, and 
Therefore the conditions (4.2) comprise q + 2m - 3p independent c( 
It follows that the (q + 2m - 3p) x (q + 2m - 3p) Jacobian deter 
non-zero, for the same reasons as before. In this Jacobian the p; 
o and r run over the span of (0, + i, . . . . a,} and the parameters 
run over the span of (G, + , , . . . . c,}. This proves the analog of Lt 
There is no change in the rest of the proof of Theorem 4.1. 
Remark. If, in Theorem 4.1, d, is convex but not strictly con 
the bound state is stable in the weaker sense that 
inf inf inf IJu(t)- T(g)rpJ <E 
(z-0 R .qEG<,, 
for l/u(O) - cpII < 6, where a runs over the set 
{Q-w~%o I Qn~w(c~n)=Qn~o(cp~o)j. 
To prove this, we note that in Lemma 4.5 we have the equalit 
E(cp,) only if Q,-,(cp,)=Q,-o(cp,). At the end of the 
Theorem 4.1, we have IJz,/I -) 0, so that Ilu, - T( g;‘) ‘P~,JI + 0 ar 
i$izf Il~,(~J- T(g) ‘~~11 +O. 
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5. THE GENERATOR Jff 
The instability is based on the spectrum of the linearized operator JH. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let d”(o) be non-singular, n(H) - p( d”) be odd, and X be 
be separable. Then JH has at least one pair of real non-zero eigenvalues f 1. 
From Section 3 we recall that X, denotes the vectors orthogonal to 
C?i(cp) for all o~g,, that fll is the orthogonal projection of X onto X,, 
that H, =II:Hl7,, that Z= {T,rp} is the kernel of H, and that Y= {?,cpj. 
We also define 
X,={UEXI (Qb((P),u>=O=(T,(P,u),vaEg,}. (5.1) 
LEMMA 5.2. We have the (non-orthogonal) direct sums 
X=X,+Y=X*+Z+Y. 
Proof: Although this lemma essentially follows from the proof of 
Theorem 3.1, we repeat the argument. By assumption, -3, d, d(w) = 
(Q& (cp), 8, cp ) is non-singular. Given u E X, we choose r E g, uniquely so 
that (Q:(q), a,cp)= (Q:(q), u), VcEg,. Then u-a,cp~X,. So we have 
a unique representation of u = (U - 8,~) + (8,~) as the sum of elements of 
X, and Y. 
Second, since (Q:(q), T,cp)=O for all CJ, rEg,, we have ZcX,. So we 
simply decompose X, into Z and its orthogonal complement Xz in X,. 
We define 
9:X+X, (5.2) 
to be the (non-orthogonal) projection of X onto X, defined by Lemma 5.2. 
LEMMA 5.3. (a) H restricted to X, + Y is one-one. 
(b) The image of the restriction contains J-‘(X,). 
(c) 9H- ‘J ’ maps X, into X, in a one-one manner. 
Proof (a) The restriction is one-one because X, + Y does not meet the 
kernel Z of H. 
(b) If WE W,, then 
(Jplw T,cp)= -(M,, J-‘T,cp)= -(w,Q;(cp))=o 
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so that JP’wr is orthogonal to Z. Hence the equation HJ =.J -‘NJ has a 
solution J E X. By Lemma 5.2 we may decompose 
.r=lI+?,cp+ T,cp with r E X1. 
Then H(u+~,~)=HJ=J~‘w. This proves (b). 
(c) It follows from (a) and (b) that HP’J-’ maps Xz into .I’+ Y. If 
the projection B is applied, we get a map from X, into X2. If z E X, belongs 
to the kernel of YH-‘J- ‘, then 
H-‘J-‘: = 8,cp + T,ip 
for some r and CJ by definition of 9. Then 2 = JH 2,cp = T,q by (3.3). Since 
ZEXz, z = 0. So the map is one-one. 
LEMMA 5.4. Restricted to X, x X,, the symmetric bilinear form (Hu, v > 
has no kernel and its negative index is odd. 
Proof: First, let u belong to the kernel, by which we mean that UE X, 
and (Hu, c)=O for all LJEX~. Let w=t~+d,cp+ T,cp be any element of X 
decomposed according to Lemma 5.2. Then 
(Hu,~)=(Hu,r)+(u,Q;(cp))+(u, HT,(p)=O 
because of (3.3) and u E X2. Thus Hu = 0. Since u E X2, u = 0. 
Second, by the assumption of Theorem 5.1 and by (3.1) HI has an odd- 
dimensional negative space N( HI ). That is, N( HI ) c Xl, the quadratic form 
(Hu, u) is negative on N( HI), and N( HI) is maximal with this property. 
For ,V E N( H,), we decompose ~7 = (r’ - T,cp) + T,cp, where J’ - T,cp E X, as 
in Lemma 5.2. Replacing y by 1’ - T,cp, we get a negative subspace in X, 
of the same dimension as that of N(H,). 
In preparation for the next lemma we make the following definitions. By 
assumption J-’ is continuous from X into D(J) c X*. 
DEFINITION. 
f(tl)=BH-‘J-‘u-au, 
where LIE X, and a = a(u) = (9H-‘J-‘u, ~7). Thus f: X2 H X2. 
DEFINITION. 
(5.3) 
W= (L~EX~ I (L’, u)= 1 and (Ho, D)=O}. (5.4) 
Thus %’ is the intersection of a cone with a sphere and therefore looks 
topologically like Sk ~ ’ x S”, the product of two spheres. 
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LEMMA 5.5. f is a tangent vector field on %T 
ProoJ The surface %? has codimension two with normal vectors Iv and 
Hv. So we must check that (f(v), v)= (f(v), Iv) =0 and (f(v), ~1) =0 for 
all VE%:. Now 
(f(v), v)=(BHp’J-‘~7, v)-a(v, o)=O 
by the choice of a. Next, we decompose 
as in Lemma 5.3. Then 
(Hv,f(v))=(Ho,H-‘J-‘tl)-(Hv,d,cp)-a(Hv,tl) 
= (v, J-Iv) - (v, Q:h)> =O, 
since J is skew, v E X2, and (Hv, v) = 0. 
Proof of Theorem 5.1. Let N denote a maximal negative subspace of the 
bilinear form (Hu, rt ) in X2. By Lemma 5.4 its dimension k is odd. Since 
X is separable, we can find positive subspaces PCfl) of finite dimension 
which, together with N, fill out X2. That is, there is an increasing sequence 
of subspaces P PI’ of X2 of odd dimension n on which (Hu, U) is positive 
such that 
u iVnJ is dense in X2, 
where X(“‘= N+ PC”‘. We may choose P’“’ orthogonal to N, and PCn) and 
N invariant under the operator H. Let Z7 (ah denote the orthogonal projec- 
tion of X2 onto J?‘. Consider the mapping f, = ZP”fl7’“’ restricted to 
$pJ = $g (-) x(n). 
For each n, {v E X’“’ ( (Hv, o) = 0) is the cone given by a quadratic 
form of k negative and n positive eigenvalues, and V?) is the intersection 
of this cone with the unit sphere (II, v) = 1. The mapping 
is a homeomorphism of VP” with the product of two even-dimensional 
spheres, where v- belongs to a negative subspace of H and v + to a positive 
subspace. Thus $9 (“’ has non-vanishing Euler characteristic and the tangent 
vector field f,, must vanish at some y,, E +P). Thus (f( y,), w) = 0 for all 
w E A’@‘. That is, there is a real scalar a, = a( y,,) such that 
(5.5) 
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for all w E X’“‘. Since 1) y,II = 1 and a,2 = (9H- ‘J- ‘y,, y,) are bounded, we 
may pick a subsequence such that 
a,+a and y, - y weakly in X,. 
The limit satisfies Eq. (5.5) with the subscripts n removed, valid for all 
we_@“). By density it is true for all WE X,. Hence 
9H-‘J-‘y = ay, YEX2. (5.6) 
We claim that y ~0. Indeed we split yn = y; + y,‘, where y; EN and 
yn+ E PC”). Since N is finite-dimensional, y; -+ yP strongly. Let y+ = 
y-y-9 so that y,’ - y + weakly and y + belongs to a positive subspace 
P of H in X,. Since H is strictly positive on P by Assumption 3, we have 
(Hy,y)=(Hy~,y~)+(Hy+,Hy+)+2(Hy-,y+) 
~liminf{(Hy,,~,)+(Hy,f,Hy,+)+2(H~,,~,+)) 
= lim inf( Hy,, y,) = 0, 
since y, E %?(“). If (Hy, Y) # 0 then y # 0, which we wanted to prove. On 
the other hand, if (Hy, y) = 0, the above inequality is an equality, so that 
y, --t y strongly. In that case, 11 yI\ = 1. So in either case, y # 0. 
Now we rewrite (5.6) as 
H-‘J-‘y=ay+a,cp 
for some TEE@. Thus by (3.3), 
J-‘y=aHy+H(a,cp)=aHy+J-‘T,cp. 
Hence aHy E D(J) and y = aJHy + T, cp. Since y # 0 and y is orthogonal in 
X to T, cp, it follows that aJHy = y - T, cp # 0. Therefore, a # 0 and 
JH(y-T,cp)=JHy=a-‘(y-T,cp). (5.7) 
Thus y- T,cp is an eigenvector of JH with the eigenvalue 1 =a-‘. The 
proof of Theorem 5.1 is now completed with the following lemma. 
LEMMA 5.6. The spectrum of JH is symmetric with respect to both the 
real and imaginary axes. 
Proof: Complexify X and X* and extend H and J so that Hu = Hii and 
Z= Jii. Then H* = H and J* = -J for the extended operators. Now 
JHu = JHU implies that the spectrum of JH is invariant under complex 
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conjugation. Also JH = JHJJ- ’ = - J(JH* )J- ’ is similar to the negative 
of its adjoint. So the spectrum of JH is also invariant under the map 
A--+- L. 
Remark 5.7. In the proof of Theorem 5.1, the convergence JI,, -+ J’ in X is 
strong. Indeed, 
(‘y, Hy) = (j’, 9*Hy) = (@H-‘J-‘y, b*Hy) 
=ll(J-‘y, y)=O 
by (5.6). Under this condition we proved above that ~7~ -+ ~1 strongly in X. 
According to Lemma 5.6, the eigenvalues of JH appear in quadruplets 
(or pairs on the axes). The next theorem asserts that there can be at most 
n(H) such quadruplets (or pairs) off the imaginary axis. When dealing with 
the spectrum of JH, we have complexified the space X and extended the 
operators J and H to complex-linear operators on the complexification. By 
( , ) we denote the extended form which is bilinear with respect to the 
reals. 
THEOREM 5.8. The number qf eigenvalues qf JH in the half-closed quarter 
plane Q = { Re 1~ 0, Im 12 0) is at most n(H), the number of negative 
eigenvalues of H. The essential spectrum of JH lies on the imaginarJ1 axis. 
ProojI We shall only use the basic properties of J and H, including 
Assumption 3, on the complexified space X. Let 
JHyj = Ai J; (j= 1, . . . . n(H) + 11, 
where ?)/ # 0 and A, E Q. We show that I’, , . . . . yn,H)+ 1 are linearly 
dependent. We have 
and, because JHj, = 2, yk, 
Since J is skew-hermitian, 
Since Re(,Ii + I,) -=c 0, we have 
O= (Hq), ,Fk) (.i, k = 1, . . . . n(H) + 1 ). (5.8) 
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By Assumption 3 we have the spectral decomposition X= N + Z + P for 
the operator H, which we may assume is orthogonal. Let n,, . . . . n, be 
orthogonal eigenvectors of H in N, where m = n(H). We decompose 
y/=u,,n, + ... + a,r?l nm + z, + Pj 
with zj E Z and pj~ P. We choose scalars cr, . . . . c, + , to be a nontrivial 
solution of the scalar equations 
Then 
C cja, = 0 (k = 1, . . . . m). 
,=l 
By (5.8) we have 
Since H is strictly positive on P, we have C cjpj = 0. Hence C cj yj = 
C cjzj E Z so that 
Since the coefficients are not trivial, the eigenvectors y,, . . . . y,, , are 
linearly dependent. (The case of generalized eigenvectors yj is left for the 
reader.) This proves the first assertion of Theorem 5.8. 
On the subspace P we define the new inner product [u, u] = (Hu, v ) by 
Assumption 3. This inner product is equivalent to the inner product (u, u) 
of X. The operator JH satisfies 
[JHu, u] = (HJHu, o) = - (Hu, JHu) = -[u, JHu] 
for u, v E P with Hu, Hv E D(J). Hence PJHP has purely imaginary spec- 
trum, where P is the projection onto the subspace P. Therefore the essential 
spectrum of JH, which differs from PJHP by an operator of finite rank, is 
also purely imaginary. 
Remark. On the finite-dimensional level, the idea of Theorem 5.1 is 
contained in the following elementary fact. If J and H are nonsingular 
n x n real matrices, J is skew, H is symmetric, and H has an odd number 
of negative eigenvalues, then JH has a real eigenvalue. (Indeed, the eigen- 
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values come in complex-conjugate pairs. Since J has purely imaginary 
eigenvalues, det J > 0. By assumption, det H < 0. Thus det JH < 0. So JH 
must have a real negative eigenvalue.) 
6. INSTABILITY 
Our purpose is to deduce instability from the “linearized instability” of 
Theorem 5.1. The only non-standard feature is the presence of the group of 
symmetries in the definition of instability. 
THEOREM 6.1. Consider an equation 
(6.1) 
where X is a Hilbert space. Let f: X -+ X be a locally Lipschitz mapping such 
that llf(x)ll d k lM2 for II-4 G 1, f or some constants k > 0 and I> 0. Let A 
be a linear operator which generates a strongly continuous semigroup 
exp( tA) on X. Assume that A has an eigenvalue E. with Re 1> 0 and that 
l(e’.4 11 d be” for some p c 2 Re 1.. (6.2) 
Then the zero solution is (nonlinearly) unstable for (6.1). 
A more general conclusion is the following. Let Ay = ,ly, 0 # 1’~ X, 
Re A> 0. Let M be any closed subspace not containing y. Then there exist 
constants eO, 6,, and c, such that for any O<E < E,, and any 0~6 CC&, 
there exists t >O such that the solution of (6.1) with the initial condition 
x( 0) = Sy satisfies 
It-~(t), y’)I >E and II-u(t)ll <Cl&, (6.3) 
where ~1~ is the projection of y onto Ml. 
Proof: The last statement implies the instability of the zero solution 
because we may fix E > 0 and choose 6 arbitrarily small. Thus every 
neighborhood of the origin contains initial data which launch solutions 
which exit from a fixed neighborhood of the origin. To prove the theorem, 
let )1~/1=1, ~,=6(ly’ll-~, ~=c,E, a=ReII, a=2a-p>O, and T= 
a -’ log(q/26). Let x(0) = 8~ and x(t) be the solution of (6.1). We claim 
that if 6 and q are suffkiently small, then the solution exists and satisfies 
11x( r)ll d 26 ear < I for .O < t < T. (6.4) 
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To prove this, we note that 26 ezT= q 9 I, the last inequality by choice 
of 9. If (6.4) were false, let t be the first time < T when Ilx(t)jl = 26 P. By 
(6.1) and (6.2) we have 
lb(t)ll Q 6 IW’.dl + 5: Ile(‘~s)All Ilf(x(~))ll ds 
<6e”‘+bk ‘e”C’~“)[26e”‘]2ds 
s 0 
= 6 ear+ bk46*a-‘[e*“‘- eflf] 
<6e”‘[l+bk4a-‘6e”‘]d6eU’[1+2bka~’~] 
<26e”<q=c,E 
for sufficiently small rl. This contradiction proves (6.4) and Ilx(t)jl <q < I. 
We now choose t = a-’ log(n/36) so that 6 ear = v]/3. Then the same 
estimation gives 
11x(t) - 6 eEfyll < bk46*a-’ e*” = 6 ea’[4bku/3a] <i elf I( yi 11 
for sufficiently small v. Therefore 
1(x(t), y’)l >Jj6e” I();ijl*=X )Iy’ll*=E. 
THEOREM 6.2. Let d”(o) be nonsingular, n(H) - p(d”) be odd, and X be 
separable. Then T(exp to)cp is G,-unstable. 
Proof: LetM=Z=(T,cp)aEg,}.LetA=JH.ByTheorem5.1,Ahas 
a positive real eigenvalue A, with an eigenvector y. Let I <p < 21. For any 
solution u(t) of (2.10), let 
x(t) = T(e-‘“) u(t) - cp. 
Then 
dx 
x = T(e-‘“)[JE’(u(t)) - T,u(t)] 
= T(e-‘“) JT*(e+‘“)[E’(cp +x(t)) - Q:((p +x(t))] 
=J~~‘(cp)+~“(cp)x(t)+~(llx(t)ll*)-Qe:(,,-Q::(~,x(t,> 
= Ax(t) + ~(llx(~)ll’). 
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By Theorem 6.1, for all sufficiently small E and 6, we may find t > 0, such 
that if x(O) = Sy then 
Ilx(~)ll <Cl& and (x(t), Y’) > E. 
In some neighborhood of cp, the orbit (T(g) cp 1 ge G,} is a smooth 
manifold by Lemma 4.3. We choose h E G, so that 
Then 11x(t) + cp - 7’(h)cpll S 11x(t) + cp - T(e)cpll = llx(t)ll < cl&, so that 
llq- T(h)rpll <2c,s. Hence there exists crag,, such that 
where 1~1 = O(E). Therefore, 
Q>,(X(t)+cp-T(h)cp, Y’) 
= (x(r), yl) - (T,cp, y’) - O(E’) > E - O(E2) > E/2 
for small E because y ’ . is orthogonal to M= Z. Fix E and consider 6 to be 
arbitrarily small. We have 
with llu(0) - cpI( = 6, where u( .) and r depend on 6. This means G,-insta- 
bility. 
It is natural to ask whether the instability is simply due to the solitary 
wave staying close to the orbit of the full group G but away from the 
centralizer G,. The next theorem shows that this is not the case for certain 
groups, for instance, abelian or nilpotent ones. 
THEOREM 6.3. In addition to the conditions of Theorem 6.2, assume that 
(i ) CT, o] # 1~ for all 0 # ? E g, 0 # A E R, and 
(ii) the alternative of Lemma 4.3 is valid for the full group G. 
Then T(exp to)cp is G-unstable. 
Proof The proof of Theorem 6.2 works perfectly for the whole group 
G provided the eigenvector y of JH does not belong to M, where 
M = { T,cp 1 0 E g}. Assume, on the contrary, that y E M. Then 
JHy = Ay, 1 #O, y#O, I’= T,cp, 
580:94:2-E 
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for some 0 E g. By Lemma 2.2, 
TC .,,ICP = JQ;cw,v = JHT,cp = ,lT,cp = T;.,cp, 
so that T c~,,,~lo(p=O. Now define the linear map A:g-+g by A(r)= 
[r, w] -AT. By assumption (i), A is one-one. Hence A is onto. Let 
h = {a E g 1 T,cp = O}. What we showed above was that A(a) E h. For all 
r E h, we have (by the same calculation as above), 
T,,.,,cp=JHT,cp=O. 
So ,4: h + h. Therefore G E h and J= T,cp = 0, which is a contradiction. 
7. COUPLED WAVE EQUATIONS 
Consider the system of 3-wave equations 
u,, - u,, +f(u) = 0, (7.1) 
x E R, u(x, t) E R3, where f has the form f(u) = g( 1~1 2)~. Consider a 
“solitary wave” of the form 
24 = efScp(x + coot), (7.2) 
where we E R and S is a non-zero 3 x 3 skew matrix. We write &I = w A +v, 
where w E R3. Let v be any unit vector orthogonal to o. 
THEOREM 7.1. Suppose that f(u)=u- 1~1~~ and Iw12+w~< 1. 
(a) Then there exisrs a solution of (7.1) of the form (7.2) with 
q(x) = q(x) e%, 
where u = oO (1 - 0;) ~ ’ and q(x) is a positive function decreasing exponen- 
tially as 1x1 + 0G. 
(b) rf 14 is sufficiently small, this solution is G-unstable. If 101 is 
sufficiently close to (1 - c$)‘!~, it is G,-stable. 
Thus the rotational motion stabilizes the solitary wave. To prove the 
theorem, we write (7.1) in Hamiltonian form ( 1.1) on the space 
X= H’(R; R3) x L2(R; W3) with J= [ -y ,!,I, 
E(u)=j= [~lau12+tlv12+F(u)]dx, 
-x 
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F(0) = 0, F’ =f, u = the pair [u, a], and a = d/dx. The equation is well- 
posed in the space X, locally in time. The group is G = SO(3) x R, which 
acts as rotations in u and translations in x, namely, 
U(x)~Ru(s+a) for RES0(3),aElR. 
Let So = 8 and let { SI, S2, S,} be a basis of the skew 3 x 3 matrices chosen 
so that w A y = o, SI y + wzS, y + o,S, I’. The corresponding “charges” 
(from (2.5) and (2.6)) are 
Qi(u) = 1 S;u . v d.u, Q,(u)=jdu.udx, 
where u = [u, u] and i = 1, 2, 3. 
A solitary wave has the form [erS~(x+wOt), z,~‘S+(x+o,t)], where 
cp = the pair [CQ, $1. Then 
E’(cp) - i w,QXcp) = 0 
i=O 
takes the form 
-a*cp+f(cp)+(o,a+S)*~=0 (7.3) 
with $ = (o. a + S)cp. We can eliminate the first derivative terms in (7.3) as 
follows. Assuming o. # 1, let u = a,,/( I- 0:) and c(x) = exp( -XC&) cp(x). 
Then Eq. (7.3) is converted to 
a*[ = e +s(a*q - 2~s av + ~*s*q) 
=e -‘I1S(l-w~)-‘(f(rp)+s*rp+cr2s*~) 
=(l-o;)-~f(~)+(l-w~)-~s*~. 
Thus i satisfies 
-(l-O~)~*~+(l-W;)-‘SZ~+f(~)=O. (7.4) 
As stated above, we look for c(x) = q(x)v, where q(x) is a scalar 
function. Then S*[ = - lol*e, so that (7.4) reduces to the scalar equation 
-(1-o~)a2r1-1~1*(i-~~)-l~~+f(~)=o. (7.5) 
Assuming that S’(O) > 0, that F(s) is somewhere negative, that f(so) # 0 for 
the smallest positive root of F(s,) = 0, and that 
lo12(1 -0+‘<f’(O), (7.6) 
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we know from Lemma 6.1 of [l] that there is a unique positive even 
solution q(x) of (7.5) which decays exponentially such that q(O)=s,. This 
proves part (a) of the theorem. 
Now we analyze the spectrum of 
jf=#y((p)_ 5 miQ:‘(+( -a2+f’(d mo?+S). 
-COoi?-S (7.7) i=O 
We show that n(H) = 1. Writing w = the pair [w, y], we have 
(Hw,w)=(C-~2+f’(cp)lw,w)-2((00a+S)w,y)+(w,y) 
=(Lw,w)+(w-(o,d+S)y, w-(ood+W), (7.8) 
where L = -8’ +f’(cp) + (co, d + S)2 and ( ) is the L2 inner product. We 
also write the L2 norm as ( w ) = (w, w ) “* Because of (7.8), it suffices to . 
show that n(L) = 1. 
Differentiating f(s) = g( 1.~1 2)~ for s = (s, , s2, sg) E R3, we have 
af,/as, = g(bi2)6,+ 2gyls12) sisj. 
Therefore, 
f’(V) = g(v12V+ %‘(V2) V2R 
where I7 is the orthogonal projection of R3 onto the line generated 
by exaSv. Thus, for any function w E H’( R, R’), 
(Lw,W)=j{(aW12+g(tj2) [w12+&'(v2)~2 117w12+(ooa+S)2W.W)dX. 
Again we can eliminate the first-order derivative by the transformation 
z(x) = exp( -xaS) w(x). Then a simple calculation, using the orthogonahty 
of exp( -xc&), yields 
(LW,W)= ((i-0;) laZ12-(i-w;)-I jszl* s 
+ g(v2) Id* +&‘(v2) v2 lWl’> dx, 
where II, is the projection onto v itself. We split this expression into three 
components. Let m be a unit vector orthogonal to both ci, = o/lol and v. 
Then 
(Sz12= -S’z.z= +~w~*{(v~z)‘+(m~2)*} 
and II7,zl’ = (v . z)‘, so that the whole expression becomes 
(Lw, w) = (A(v.z), v.z) + (B(m.z), m-z) 
+([B+(1-o~)Iw12](0.Z),Li).Z), (7.9) 
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where A and B act on scalar functions as 
A= -(l-w;)&(l-w;) lo(2+g(r12)+2gf(q2)r12, 
B=-(1-w;)d2-(1-o;)]w]2+g(q2). 
From (7.5) it follows that A dq = 0 and Bq = 0. Since r] has no nodes, it is 
the ground’state for B, and B has no negative eigenvalues. Since dq has one 
node, it is the second eigenfunction for A; hence A has exactly one negative 
eigenvalue. Thus 1 = n(A) = n(L) = n(H). 
Next we compute d(o,, ol, 02, 03), 
d=E(p)- i WiQi(cP) 
i=O 
= {flacpl’+F(cp)-~1(ood+S)cp12}d.u. I 
Using the same transformation as before and the orthogonality of 
exp(xaS), this reduces to 
d=f {(l- o~)~ldvlt2-(012(1-o~)-‘~r12+F(9))d.u. (7.10) 
We must compute the Hessian of d(o,, . . . . 03) restricted to g,. The latter 
consists of those elements of the Lie algebra which commute with 
w,s,+ ... + w3S3 = w. 8 + S. This means we only consider matrices 
which commute with the given S. Therefore, what we must compute is the 
Hessian of the function a, bw d(a, b&,, bh,, bh3) near a = oo, b = Iw(. 
This Hessian is denoted d”. We have already proven that 
1 =n(H)=n(H,)+p(d”)+(z(d”)-z,), (7.11) 
so that p(d”) = 0 or 1. To determine which case occurs, we specialize to the 
pure power case. 
Let ~(s)=&s- ]s(~-’ s, where m >O and p> 1. Rescale by q(x) = 
Sg(Ax), where 6 and A are constants. Then (7.5) becomes 
(1-o~)6~2d2~+[m2-(l-~~)~‘~o~‘]6~-6P~~~P-’~=0. 
Then t(x) satisfies 
(p~+(-(P=() 
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and is independent of o0 and IwJ, provided 1 and 6 are chosen so that 
(l-w~)112=(1-w~)-‘a=6”~‘, (7.12) 
where GL = rn’ - m’o, - (oj’ > 0. Furthermore, in terms of t(x), (7.10) takes 
the form 
=P+‘R-’ 1 {~lar12-5”+‘/(p+1)+~5’)d.~. 
Thus, 
400, lol)=c(l -~~)~~(m”-m*o~- Iw~‘)~+’ 2, (7.13) 
where p = 2/( p - 1) and c is a constant. 
Finally, we specialize to the case f(u) = u - Iu(~u with p = 3, p = 1, and 
m = 1. We calculate three limiting cases. If w,, + 0, then 
d”(o,, Iwl)+(l-o;+Iwl*))‘~’ 
-(l-l42)(1+2~4’) 0 
0 > -3(1+42 . 
Thus for cc0 small, d” has two negative eigenvalues and n(H) - p(d”) = 1 
and, by Theorem 6.3, the solitary wave is G-unstable. The same conclusion 
is true for 101 small and w0 fixed. On the other hand, if IwI ---f (1 - oi)‘,” 
witho,#Ofixed,then(1-~~-~w~‘)‘~‘d2d/~~w~2-*3(1-o~)>O.Sofor 
101 near (1 -w~)riZ, p(d”)= 1, so that by the Stability Theorem the 
solitary wave is G,,-stable. 
8. HARMONIC MAP INTO A SPHERE 
Consider a harmonic map p: S’ x R H N between S’ x Iw equipped with 
the metric d9* - dt2 and. a complete Riemannian manifold (N, g). It 
satisfies the equation 
a:cp~-a~cp~-r~,(a,cphd,cp~-a,cpha,~cp~)=O, 
where f-g, are the Christoffel symbols. Taking the case N= S2, we can 
embed S* c [w’ and use the coordinates u = (u,, u2, u3) on R3 to write 
(8.1) 
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where /~(a, r)/ = 1 and ~(0, t) = u(27r, t). The symmetry group is that of the 
target space together with the translations in S’; that is, G = SO(3) x S’. 
Consider the solitary wave 
u(&l, t)=p+QJr)Aq (8.2) 
where A is a skew 3 x 3 matrix, v is a unit vector such that A2v = -v, o 
is a real number, and k is an integer. 
THEOREM 8.1. If CD’ < k’ the solitary wave is G-unstable. If co2 > k2 it is 
GO,-stable. 
This problem does not fit our setting because the function u lies on a 
curved manifold, not a linear space. The definition of stability is, however, 
the same as before (2.13), using the norm in k= H’(S’; W3) x L*(S’; R3). 
One way around our difficulty would be to modify our setting to allow 
manifolds. But it is easier to avoid that task as follows. We consider the 
perturbed equation 
afU-a;U+A(JuJ2- l)u=O, (8.3) 
u(2n, r)=u(O, t) with ~(9, t)eR3, where LI is a large parameter. If the 
initial datum u($,O) has unit magnitude, the solution of (8.3) converges 
strongly in X as n --, cc to the solution of (8.1). Both equations have the 
same symmetry group. We see easily that (8.2) is a solution of (8.3) if 
A’v= -v and JvI’= 1 +(o’--‘)/,I. (8.4) 
As n -+ cc, this solitary wave converges to the solitary wave solution of 
(8.1) for the same k and o. The stability or instability of (8.3) does not 
imply the stability of (8.1). However, the linearized operator H will retain 
the same spectral properties in the limit of ,I -+ cc and therefore we will be 
able to deduce Theorem 8.1 from the corresponding theorem for (8.3) for 
large A. 
The analysis of Eq. (8.3) is almost identical with that of Section 7. The 
variable 9 pays the role of x, exp(k$A)v the role of q(x), oA the role of 
S, and o,, = 0. Furthermore, f(cp) = ~I((cp(’ - l)cp, so that 
f’(cp)=A(lql*- 1)+2A(cp, )cp=w’-k2+2A((p, )cp. 
Therefore, (7.7) takes the form 
H= 
-a’+w*-k2+2A(cp, )cp oA 
-WA > 1 . 
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Writing w = [IV, ~1 as in (7.8), we have 
(Hw,w)=((-ir2+o2-k2)~~,n~)+2A(ek9Au,M~)+2w(Aw,~)+(p)2 
= (Lw, w) + (wAM’+ y)‘, 
where 
We define p,(9)=ekgA o and pz(9)=Ap,(9) and let p3 be a constant 
vector of length 101 orthogonal to both u and Au. For each 9 and k, these 
form an orthogonal basis of R3 such that Ap, = p2, Ap, = --pi, and 
Ap, = 0. Indeed, Ap, = ek3AA2v = - ekSAv = -p,, while for some unit 
vector a we have Au = a A u and p, = jrl a so that Ap, = a A IuJ a = 0. Also 
IPll = IPA = IP3I = 14. 
Expanding IV(S) = a,(9)p,(9) + a2(9)p2(9) + a,($)~,, we therefore 
have Aw=a,p,-a2p, and (Aw(*=(af+ai) Iv/*. Furthermore, 
(( -S’-k2)w, w) = (aw)‘-k2(w)2 
= lv12{(da,-ka2)2+ (Sa,+ka,)2 
+ (da,)‘-k’((a,)‘+ (a2)2 + (a,)‘)} 
= lu12{ (Sa,)2 + (da,)” + (da,)2 
+ 4k(a,, da2) - k’(a,)‘}. 
Hence, 
(Lw, M’)= (vl’{(da,)2+ (daz)2+ (da3)2 
+4k(a,,da2)+(co2-k2)(a,)2+2A(a,)2) 
= Iu12{(ila,)2+ (aa2+2ka,)*+ (da,)’ 
+(o’-k2)(a3)2+(2A-4k’)(a,)‘). 
Supposing that o2 > k’ and n > 2k2, we therefore have (Hw, w ) >, 0. We 
have (Hw, w) = 0 only if aI = aj = da, = 0 and y = -wAw, which means 
that 
Thus the kernel of H is exactly the set Z defined in Section 2, since the 
commutator subgroup is the one-parameter group generated by A. Except 
for this kernel, the spectrum of H is bounded away from zero, inde- 
pendently of .4 for n large. So the same is true for (8.1) and the stability 
follows as in Section 4. 
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In case o* <k*, we let l= (k* - w*)“* and notice that 
-8*+w2-k2+2A(p,, )pI wA p, 
1 I[ 1 -lP, 
P3 
= d*-o’+k’-2A(p,, )p, -oA I[ 1 -ip, 
because Ap, = a2p3 = ( p,, p,) = 0. Thus JH has a negative eigenvalue 
with an eigenvector independent of A. So we have instability for large ,4 as 
well as in the limiting case A + axI. 
9. COUPLED SCHR~DINGER EQUATIONS 
Consider the system of m equations 
Kg= -Au+f(u), (9.1) 
where u(x, t) E R”, x E R”, K is an invertible, skew real m x m matrix and 
f: KY H R”. Consider a solitary wave of the form 
u = e’%p(x + cr), (9.2) 
where c E R” and S is a skew m x m matrix. We assume that 
S commutes with K (9.3) 
and that 
M = $ ICI *K* - KS is positive definite. (9.4) 
We assume that f(Ru)=Rf(u) for RESO(~), f(O)=f’(O) =O, f’(s) = 
4bl 4!(n-2)) as JsI + co, and the primitive F is somewhere negative (where 
F’ =J F(0) =O). Let G = R” x SO(m) acting as translations in x and 
rotations in z4. 
THEOREM 9.1. Under these conditions there exists a family of solitary 
waves (9.2) which are solutions of (9.1) and which depend on the smallest 
eigenvalue ,u of the matrix M. Such a solitary wave (9.2) is G,-stable if 
and G,-unstable if this quantity is negative. 
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EXAMPLE. The nonlinear Schrodinger equation 
su ‘Y$ = -du+f(u), z4(x, t) E c, (9.6) 
is a special case of (9.1). Indeed, splitting (9.6) into its real and imaginary 
parts, we find m = 2 and 
K= O -l [ 1 1 0’ J=K-l= O li 1 -1 0’ 
If we choose S = wOK, then M = (uO - ICI */4)1. The condition (9.4) requires 
p = wO- lc/*/4 > 0. The solitary wave (9.2) takes the form 
u=rl(x+ct)expil-~c.x+(o,-~JcJ’)t), (9.7) 
where q is the positive radial solution of 
--dq+(w,- Ic12/4)11+f(rl)=0. (9.8) 
This immediately ields the following result. 
COROLLARY 9.2. The solution (9.7) is G-stable ij 
and unstable if it is < 0. 
In fact, the general system (9.1) is just a coupled system of Schrodinger 
equations. Indeed, the change of variables u + Au for a nonsingular matrix 
A leads to the same equation with K replaced by a similar matrix. So we 
may assume that K is composed of m/2 2 x 2 blocks of the form [z, P0Xj] 
(j= 1, . . . . m/2). Thus (9.1) is just a coupled system of m/2 Schrodinger 
equations. 
Proof of Theorem 9.1. Substituting (9.2) into (9.1), we find that cp must 
satisfy the elliptic equation 
-dq+f(v)-K(S+c.V)cp=O. (9.9) 
We eliminate the first-order term by the substitution 
cp(x)=ep”“K’2tj(~). (9.10) 
Then (9.9) takes the form 
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which simplifies to 
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-A$+f($)+M$=O (9.11) 
with M defined by (9.4). Let p > 0 be the smallest eigenvalue of the matrix 
M and let v E R” be a corresponding unit eigenvector (MY = pv). Since M 
commutes with K, v is also an eigenvector of K. Now we let $(x) = q(x)v, 
where 11: R” N R is the ground state of the equation 
-4+f(rl)+Pl=O. (9.12) 
Then I& depends on c and S only through the quantity ~1. 
To set up the problem abstractly, we let X= H’(R”; lRm), J= K-’ and 
E(u)=SBn {fp412+F(u(x))} d,u, 
where we write f(u) = g( lul’)u, 9’ = g, 9(O) = 0, and F(u) = iS( 1~1’). The 
symmetry group is G = R” x SO(m) which acts as u(x)- Au(x+ a), for 
a E R” and A E SO(m). We choose any basis S,, . . . . S, of the skew matrices 
where p = m(m - 1)/2 and coordinates x, , . . . . x, of R”. Then the “charges” 
are 
Q,i(u)=f/u.KSjudx (j= 1, . . . . P) 
and 
Qk(u)=+Kd,udx (k = 1, . ..) II), 
where ak = d/ax,. 
The matrix S of (9.2) is expanded as S= XT= 1 wiSj, and then the 
parameters of our problem are o,, . . . . o,, c,, . . . . c,. The linearized 
Hamiltonian is 
H=E”(cp)- i o,Q,“(cp)- i ck&!(cp), 
j=l k=l 
H= -d+f’(cp)-K(S+c.V), 
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(fkh d=j Ig(ld2) I?~12+2g’(Icp12)(cp~~)2~ dx (9.14) 
Substituting J(X) = exp{ - $c. xK] z(x), we get 
(Hy, J-) = (Vz)‘- (Vz, KC) + $(c(‘(Kz)‘+ (J”(Ic/)z, 2) - (KS,, z) 
- (Kc.Vz, 2) +$(*(K’z, z) 
= (VZ)‘+ (Mi, 2) + (f’(l/J)Z, E), 
repeatedly using the fact that K is skew and exp{ -c .xK/2} is orthogonal. 
We split 
z(x) = z, (x)v + :2(x), v.z2(x)=0, 
where 2, (x) is a scalar function. Using Mv = ~1’ and the form of the non- 
linear term in (9.14), we may write 
(Hy, y) = (AZ,, z, > + <Bz,, z2> + ((M-Pb,, z,>, (9.15) 
where 
A = -A +/I + g(q*) + 2g’(r/‘)q2, B= -A+p+g($). 
The third term in (9.15) is non-negative, since p is the smallest eigenvalue 
of M. Since Bq = 0 and q has no nodes, the second term in (9.15) is also 
non-negative. Since A(8q/8xj) = 0 and @/a.u, has one node, it follows that 
n(H) = n(A) = 1. 
Next we calculate 
d(mvc)=E(V)- i OiQj(cP)- i c/cQk((~) 
,=l k=l 
= 5 {~(V~p(‘+F(~)--tcp.K(S+c.V)cp) dx. 
Substituting (9.10) again, this simplifies to 
d(w,c)=j {~IV~~‘-~V~.KC~+~~C~‘IK$~‘+F($)-~~~/.K.S$ 
+~~c~~~.K*~-~~.(c.V)K~)~~ 
= {;IV$I’+f+M$+F($)} d,x s 
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Therefore, d(o, c) only depends on the single parameter ,L It follows from 
(9.12) that 
We denote the last quantity by q and let q,, = aq/a,u. The centralizer 
depends on the (n + 1) parameters c,, . . . . c, and b = 101. Writing S = b$ we 
have 
What we call d” is the (n + 1) x (n + 1) matrix with the entries 
Hence 
whose sign is ( - 1)” times the sign of q,. 
Since n(H)= 1 we have p(d”)=O or 1, so that d” has at least n negative 
eigenvalues A 1, . . . . 1,. If the other eigenvalue is called A,, then 
( - 1)” sign 1, = sign(& . . . A,) = sign(det d”) = ( - 1)” sign(q,). 
If qp > 0 then &, > 0 and p(d”) = 1 = n(H). This is the stable case. If qp < 0, 
then 1, < 0 and n(H) - p(d”) = 1 - 0 = 1. This is the unstable case. 
10. OPTICAL WAVE GUIDE 
We consider the higher modes of the same model as in [6, 11. The equa- 
tion is 
iu, + u,, + g(.u, lu12)u = 0, (10.1) 
where g(x,lu12)=~,+a(u12for Ixl>dand g(x,lu12)=~,,>~, for /xl-cd. 
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We consider standing waves u = q(x) exp(iwt) with )I~ CO < 9,, and q(x) 
real. Then cp satisfies the equation 
- $7 r., - g(s, cp2) cp + ocp = 0. ( 10.2) 
As outlined in [6, 11, the solution curve bifurcates at a critical value 
o = w,., for the higher mode as well as the fundamental mode. 
Here we concentrate on the case when o, < w < ylO. For each integer 
n > 0 there are one symmetric solution and two antisymmetric solutions 
with exactly n zeros (nodes). Each of them uses the center (the linear 
medium) to rotate n times and the homoclinic orbit (the nonlinear 
medium) to die off at f cc. The linearized Hamiltonian is H = [t “,I, 
where S = a2 - g(x, cp’) + w and 
R=S-ag(s~v (~2) 
i 
-f?‘+o-q,-3a(p’ for 1x1 > d 
aq 
cp= -?‘+w-q. for Ix Cd. 
The number of negative eigenvalues of these operators is 
n(S) = n, 1 n+2 n(R)= n+l for cp symmetric for cp asymmetric. (10.3) 
To prove this, note that Sq = 0, so that the number n of zeros of cp 
equals the number of negative eigenvalues n(S) of S, by a well-known 
argument based on the Sturm comparison theorem. As for n(R), note that 
Ic/ = cpr satisfies the equation 
where 6(. ) denotes the delta function, because of the discontinuities at 
x = f d. For the symmetric solution, h = q L - I]~ + 3~’ > 0 at x = + d. For 
the asymmetric solution, h(d) h( -d) < 0. A comparison argument proves 
( 10.3 ). 
Thus for the symmetric solution, n(H)=n(R)+n(S)=(n+2)+n= 
2n + 2. These solutions correspond to the curve BE in the bifurcation 
diagram (Fig. 2 of [ 1 ] ) so that 
d”(o)=; j; Icp,I*d.v>O. 
Hence n(H) - p(d”) = (2n + 2) - 1 is odd. Therefore the sywnetric solutions 
are unstable. 
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For an asymmetric solution (a pair of them for each n), we have n(H) = 
(n + 1) + n = 2n + 1. They correspond to the branch BC in the bifurcation 
diagram in Cl], along which d”(w) < 0. Hence n(H) - p(d”) = (2n + 1) - 0 
is again odd. So the asymmetric solutions are also unstable. 
On the branches AB and CD, we have d”(o) >O, n(R) =n + 1, and 
n(S)=n, so that n(H)-p(d”)=(n+l)-tn-1=2n is even. For n=O 
these branches are stable, as we pointed out in Cl], but for n > 0 our 
analysis is inconclusive. 
11. ERRATA FOR [l] 
Page 167. In case d” r0 in a one-sided neighborhood 9 of w, the 
correct definition of stability is 
sup inf inf IIu(t) - T(s) ‘~~11 <a. 
o<r<r seR c2E.F 
Page 181. As stated, Theorem 5.4 requires the assumption that d” not 
be identically zero in a one-sided neighborhood of w. The proof is faulty 
because JIu- (p,ll # 0( I/ y/l ). For a correct proof, see Section 4 of this 
paper. 
Page 186. In (6.8), Lo should be replaced by -af +f’(cp,). 
Page 187. The proof of Lemma 6.2 is wrong and should be replaced by 
the following one. We verify Assumption 3B on page 183. A simple calcula- 
tion gives (H,u,u)=(L,,u,,u,)+(uz-od,u,)2, where u=[u,,u,]. 
Let Z, be a negative eigenvector of L,, and ZZ = o a,%, and X = [Z,, ?&I. 
Then (H!Z, Z”) = (L,T,, XL) < 0. Also H, has the null vector 
[a,cp, o~?zcp]. For any vector UEX, such that (u,, X,) = (u,, a,cp) =O, 
we then have (H,u,u)>6 l/u/l2 for some 6>0. 
Page 194. Figure 3 is incorrectly drawn. The dotted curve should cross 
the dashed curve only once in each quadrant. The solid curve should start 
on the dashed curve, switch to the dotted curve and switch back to the 
dashed curve. 
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